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Espoo, Finland

This study examines the relative valuation of dividends and capital gains in
the Finnish stock market in 1960-1985. Stock prices fell on ex-dividend days
by less than Ihe amount ofdividend implying that investors faced lower marginal
tax rates on capital gains than on dividend income. It is, however, the total
tox liabiHty of the company and the shareholder together that should be used
to infer market preference for dividends or capital gains. Using the estimation
results of our ex-dividend analysis and estimates of corporate tax rates on retained and distributed profit we/mind that inve tors have shifted from capital
gains preference to dividend preference. The reason for this outcome is the tax
advantage of distributed profit in corporate taxation which has outweighted
the tax disadvantage of dividend income in personal taxation.

1. Introduction
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On the cum-dividend day the stock has a
claim on a previousJy announced dividend
while on the ex-dividend da it ha not. It feels
intuitively understandable that tock prices
should fall on ex-dividend days and the cumex stock price difference should reflect the
value of the dividend. Traditionally it was believed that stock price houJd fall by exactly
the amount of di idend. Howe er, empirical
e idence (see for example Campbell and Beranek 1955) suggested something el e. II
seemed that stock prices fell by less than the
amount of dividend. This peculiar finding
could not be explained. It was not until in 1970
that Elton and Gruber presented their hypothesis to explain h stock prices could fall
on ex-dividend days Dot only by less but also
by more than the amount of dividend. They
showed that the price drop relative to dividend

depend on marginal stockholder tax rate and
that one could draw conclusions of the market's
relative valuation of taxable dividends and
capital gains by observing ex-dividend day
stock price behaviour.
idence for apital
gains preference has been presented, for
example, by Elton and Gruber, Booth and
Johnston (1984) and Hietala (1987), whereas
Kalas (1982) and Lakonishok and Vermaelen
(1983) attribute ex-dividend day behaviour of
tock prices to short-term trading activities.
The question of investors' relative valuation
of dividends and capital gains i closely related
to many important issues like (1) does dividend policyl affect share value, (2) why do
firms by dividends, (3) how do firms set their
dividend policies and (4) do in estors require
I Dividend policy is defined as the trade-off between
retaining earnings and paying out dividends (BrealeyMyers p. 331).
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a premium as compensation for tax penalties
on capital gains or dividend income.
According to the conventional view, the so
called Bird-in-the·Hand Fallacy. investors prefer to have their share returns in the form of
dividends and firms could increase their value
by increasing their payout ratios 2. Miller and
Modigliani (1961) show that in a world
without taxes dividend policy is irrelevant.
Farrar and Selwyn (1%7) find that if tax rates
on dividends and capital gains differ. dividend
policy is not irrelevant. [f dividends are tax
penalized ovec capital gains, corporations
should never pay dividends. A non-tax related
explanation for corporate dividend payments
is offered by Bhaltacharya (1979) who suggests that dividends may signal future profitability of companies. Feldstein and Green
(1983) suggest that the existence of shareholders in different ta., bracker.s together with
a desire for portfolio diversification can cause
all firms to pay dividends. Clientele effects
were originally suggested by Miller and Modigliani (1961). Investors choose the corporation whose payout ratio they prefer. Each pay·
out ratio tends to attract a class of investors,
a clientele. Any clientele is as good as any
other from the firm's point of view. Once a
firm has chosen its payout ratio it has no
reason to alter it. A change in the payout ratio
would result in a change in the clientele, but
since any clientele is as good as any other, the
change in the payout ratio does not affect firm
value. Thus, dividend policy is, again, irrelevant. Miller and Scholes (1978) argue that in
the U.S. the [nternal Revenue Code includes
certain 'seemingly unrelated' provisions that
can be used to avoid higher taxes on dividends. Dividends and capital gains may well
be equally preferred and therefore dividend
policy may be irrelevant.
Brennan (1970) extends Ihe Farrar-Selwyn
model to a market equilibrium model and is
the first to derive the after·tax CAPM which
allows for differential proportional taxes on
dividends and capital gains. The Brennan
model was further extended by Litzenberger
and Ramaswamy (1979) to account for progressive ta.;xes and constraints on borrowing.
They also find that investors require a premium for every dollar increase in return in the
form of dividends as compensation for the tax
J

Copeland~

Wesron p. 486, Miller-Scholes (/982).

penalty on dividend income. Amoako-Adu
(1983), Auerbach (I984), Morgan (1980) and
Poterba and Summers (1984) have also pre.
sented evidence for tax effects in the stock
markets, Miller and Scholes (1982) argue that
care must be taken in defining dividend yield.
After correcting for information effects they
report finding no tax effects. Black and
Scholes (1974) find no difference between the
expected returns on high and low yield stocks
either before or after taxes.
Our purpose is to examine investors' relative valuation of dividends and capital gains _
in Finland in 1960-1985. We do not ~im at
identifying the marginal stockholder or estimating marginal stockholder tax rate$. We
start in section 2 by shortly reviewing the exdividend day methodology developed by Elton and Gruber and discussing their frequently
used measure of relative valuation of divi-.
dends and capital gains, which we shall denote
by (1. In section 3 we argue thai the ex-dividend day stock price behaviour alone can
not be used to measure market's valuation of
dividends and capital gains if corporate',reterttion's and distributions are taxed at unequal
rates. Tax credits or penalties on dividends in
corporate taxation are ignored by Q, whereasKing's rale of discrimination between retentions and distributions, e 3, takes them imo
acCOunt. Therefore e is the proper measure. _
The Finnish tax system is briefly discussed in
section 4. Section 5 contains the empirical
tests. Our results are finally summarized in
section 6.
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2, Ex-dividend day methodology
Elton and Gruber were the first to model
the ex-dividend day behaviour of stock prices.
They assume that the shareholder has already
decided to sell the stock he owns. He or she
can either sell the stock on the cum-dividend
day before it goes ex-dividend and lo'se the
previously announced dividend or sell the
slOck after receiving the dividend on the exdividend day. For the marginal stockholder
these two alternatives must yield the same
after-tax return. Hence, the marginal investor
is indifferent with lhe liming of the sale if
J

King (1977).
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(1)

p.-z (P,,-P c ) =

(l-m) D+ PA-z (P,-P c )
where
D =:0 the amount of the dividend
z = the marginal tax rale on capital gains
m = the marginal lax rale on ordinary in·
come (including dividends)
P a = price of the stock on the cum-dividend
day
P A = price of the stock on the ex-dividend
day
Pc = price at which the stock was originally
purchased
Equation (I) can be rearranged to get
(2)

P'-P A = I-m ~ a

D

, ,,

.

.

I-z

P s , P A and D can be observed. By calculating the lcft~hand side of (2) we can make in·
ferences of the right-hand side, which can not
be directly observed.
a gives the value of after-tax dividends in
terms of before·tax capital gains. It also tells
us how many dollars the marginal investor
should get as before-tax capital gains to be indifferent with one dollar of before-tax divi·
dends. Hence, a gives the relative value of di·
vidends relative to capital gains at the margin,
that is, the relative value of a marginal dollar
of dividends to a marginal dollar of capital
gains. a represents the marginal rate of sub·
stitution between dividends and capital gains,
and i( can be used (0 infer market preference
for either dividends or capital gains.
From formula (2) we can see that the typi·
cal finding of many previous studies thaI stock
prices fallon ex-dividend days by less than the
full amount of the dividend implies that mar·
ginal stockholder tax rates are lower on capilal gains than on dividends and. hence, we
would expect them to prefer capital gains to
dividends. Respectively (l > 1 implies that
dividends are preferred to capital gains and
a = 1 indifference between dividends and
capital gains and a < I dividend preference
over capital gains.
Equation (2) can also be derived from shortterm trading. The Elton-Gruber analysis rests
on the idea that there are marginal investors
for whom trading around ex-dividend days
yields zero profits. This naturally means that

no trader should be able to make profit by
short,term trading, Kalay (1982) has derived
boundary conditions within which a must lie
in order to make short-term trading unpro~
Wable in the presence of transaction costs.
Define P as the average of PH and P A and
assume for a moment that there are no laxes.
The transaction costs of a round trip are approximately 2tP. If the price drop is greater
than the dividend plus transaction costs, investors could sell the stock short on the cumdividend day and buy it back on the e.xdividend day. There would be 1)0 gain there~
of if
(3)

(P.-P A)-(D+2tP);li 0

Respectively, if the dividend were greater
than the price drop plus transaction costs, it
would pay to buy the stock on the cumdividend day and sell it on the ex-dividend
day. In this case there would be no gain if
(4)

D-(PB-PA)-2tP ;li 0

Combining inequalities (3) and (4) and rearranzing yields
(5)

I_~" P,-PA < I+~
DIP D
=
DIP

where DIP = dividend yield.
The allowable range of a consistent with no
short-term profit opportunities is thus in·
versely proportional to Ihe dividend yield.
Kalay (1982) argues that if a falls outside this
range. marginal tax rates can not be inferred
from it. He notes that transaction costs are
not sufficiently high to prevent short-term
trading at aU dividend yield levels in the New
York Stock Exchange and therefore the exdividend day srock price behaviour can not be
used to infer long-term taxes. The question of
whether transaction costs are high enough is
further discussed in Elton, Gruber and Rentz·
ler (1984) and Kalay (1984), In Finland trans,
action costs amount to 1.7 070 (1.5 OJo from the
beginning of 1987) and consist of the broker's
fee (I 0/0) and of the Slamp duty (,7 '!o). For
professional traders the stamp duty is probably the only transaction cost. Hietala (987)
makes calculations with inequality (5) and
finds that short-term trading is not likely to
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determine ex-dividend day stock price behaviour in Finland.
Introducing differential taxation of dividends and capital gains and assuming for
simplicity that transaction costs are nol deductible (5) becomes

(6)

I-m _
l-z

I-m+
I-z

2t
;0 p.-p, ;0
(l-z) (DIP)
D
21
(I-z) (DIP)

Double inequality (6) gives the bounds
within which the ex-di\'idend day share price
change relative to the dividend must lie if we
allow for differential taxation of dividends
and capital gains. The question we would like
[Q answer is whether shon-term profit opportunities are more likely to exist in the presen-

ce or in the absence of differentiallaxes. To
see this we must find out on what condition
the allowable range in (5) is broader than in
(6). The condition is
(7)

't
m>z [I +---J
DIP

Inequality (7) is not likely to be satisfied
by individuals nor by companies in Finland.
Therefore, (5) continues to give the allowable
range for Q. The relevant range may acmally
be even wider because of differential taxes.
Thus, we may ignore short-term trading as a
plausible explanation for the ex-dividend day
stock price behaviour in Finland. Hietala
(1987)4 notes also that only the lower limit of
(5) is binding in Finland, because short-selling
is not allowed.

3. Market valuation of dividends
and capital gains
It is usually seen that a equal to one im·
plies market indifference between dividends
and capital gains. However, 0 equal to one
tells US in fact 'only that marginal investors'
marginal tax rates on dividends and capital
gains are equaL (f distributions are taxed less
heavily than retentions in corporate taxation
and dividends and capital gains are taxed at
4

p. 67.

equal ratcs (0 = I) in shareholders' taxation,
then, taking both corporate and personal taxes
into account, capital gains have to bear
heavier taxes than dividends. Therefore, it is
not very reasonable to argue that because of
tax reasons investors are indifferent between
dividends and capital gains. a does not reveal
the potemial tax advamages of distributions
compared to retention in corporate taxation
and, therefore, is not a sufficiently good in·
dicator of market preference for dividends or
capital gains.
The corporate tax system does not change
during the ex-dividend period. Therefore, th~
ex-dividend day behavior of stock prices is nqt
affected by corporate taxation. a tells us
whether the marginal shareholder prefers dividends or capital gains after corporate taxes
are already paid, or whether the shareholder
faces higher personal taxes on capital gains or·
on dividends. We argue that a can be interpreted as the market's relative valuation of
taxable dividends and capital gains only in
case distributions and retentions face equal
effective corporate tax rates. Ignoring cor·
porate taxes does not change results under the
classical and integrated corporate tax systems
while under the two-rate and imputation
systems interpretations may change dramati· .
cally if corporate taxes are introduced.
The proper measure to assess the relative
valuation of dividends and capital gains is
King's rate of discrimination between reten·
tions and distributions. e 5. 9 is the oppor·
tunity cost of retaining earnings in terms of
net dividends the shareholder foregoes. If
> I a dollar of retained profit transformed
into the form of dividends would give -the
shareholder more than one dollar after personal taxes. A company maximizing shareholder wealth, or minimizing the total tax
liability of both the company and the shareholder, would pay dividends, because due to
a tax credit on distributions the opportunity
cost of retaining earnings exceeds the gain
thereof. 9 > 1 implies (herefore dividend preference, 8 < I capi(al gains preference and
e = I indifference between dividends and
capital gains.
For the Finnish two·rate system (described
in section 4) 8 is

e

.<

See King (/977) jor Ihe derivation.
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I-m
(8)

e

where
51 = the corporate tax rale on retained profit

= the corporate tax rate on distributed
profit

S2

Compared to (2) the only difference in (8)
is the tcrm 1-(st-52)' where 51-52 is the tax
credit on distributed profit. It can be viewed
as a son of imputation rate al the corporate
level. Under the integrated and classical

systems

5\

equals

52

and hence

e equals u.

4. The Fillnish tax system
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Hietala (1987)6 gives a proper description
of the Finnish tax treatment of dividends and
capital gains. Individuals are taxed at equal
rates on dividends and capital gains. After five
years ownership capital gains are tax free. Individuals are allowed for a dividend deduction, which was introduced in 1969. Before
that they were allowed to deduct 15 % of (heir
tax liability on dividend income in state taxation. Since 1980 the dividend income deduction has been allowed not only in state taxation but in municipal taxation as well. 7 Unless the dividend deduction is exhausted individuals pay no taxes on dividends. After the
deduction is exhausted the marginal tax rate
on dividends becomes 50 070 for aU individuals
despite of their personal tax rales. Excess taxes
are returned (more taxes must be paid) in the
final taxation if the personal lax rate is lower
(higher) than 50 "I•.
Taxes on dividends are paid immediately.
Capital gains arc reported by the end of 1app. 61-63.
The annuaf dividend
1969-/985 were
~

1

Year
/969-/97/
1972-1977
/978
1979-/980
1981

FlM
4()()

500
1000
15(J(}
1700

income

uf(owances

;n

Year

F/U

/982
/983
/984
/985

25(J(}

2750
19110
31XXJ

/n 1981 the dividend im:ome allowunce become the
cupitol income alioll'OIlCe. Fw', .5//1ce it ha.~ been allowed
als'o for illlere,5f incolllt'. (Source: Turkki/a (l9B3)).

nuary the year following the realization and
taxes are actually paid in December. Therefore, Hietala concludes, even if marginal tax
rates on dividends and capital gains are the
same, the effective tax rates are not. The
effective tax rates are lower on capital gains
because the realization of capital gains can be
postponed to get them tax-free after five-year
ownership, and because of the lag (on average 18 months) between the realization of the
capital gain and the tax payment on it.
Corporations pay no taxes on their dividend
receipts. They can also deduct capital losses
from ordinary income. Banks, insurance companies and stock brokers are always taxed at
ordinary tax rates on both dividends and
capital gains. They can deduct capital losses
from ordinary income but can not get capital
gains tax-free after five-year ownership. The
time lag between the taxation of dividends and
capital gains holds also for them. s
Let us now turn to the Finnish corporate
tax system. Table 1 shows the statutory cor~
porate tax rate, s.' and two estimated corporate tax rates on distributed profit. the
other, 52' is on old equity and the other, S3'
on new equity. SI and S3 are provided by YHiLiedenpohja (1987). The computation of "
and 53 is explained below. Each tax rate, Sl'
S2 and 53' includes state as well as municipal
taxes.
In 1960-1964 retained and distributed earnings were taxed at uniform rates. Hence, for
these years 5, equals ~. In the period 19651968 distributions were taxed at a lower rate
than retentions in state taxation and at uniform rates in municipal taxation. ThereFore
S2 is lower than SI for this period.
The present corporate tax code came into
effect in 1969. It introduced a partial deducLibility of dislributions from the tax base in
state laxation. The allowed deduction is 40 070
of the dividend payments (temporarily 60 0/0
for dividends paid on equity raised in 1977)986). 52 is simply calculated assuming the
40 OJo (or 60 OJ!}) allowance in state taxation.
Since 1960 100 % of dividends paid on new
equity have been deductible during the first
five years and 40 % (or 60 %) afterwards. [n
1969-1985 s.3 is calculated as a present value
of future corporate taxes assuming the 100 %
allowance for the first five years and 40 % (or
, Hietala p. 62.
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Table I. ESlimaled corporate tax Tales in Finland in
1960--1985.

y""

s,

s,

s,

l-s.+~

1960
1%1
1%'
1%3
1%4

.509

.509
.SIO

.509

.510

.535

.5]5

.509
.580

.509
.580

.509
.580

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1965

.612

.552

.940

1966

.615

.552
.555

.555

.940

I%J

.631

.611

1%8

.634

.614

.611
.614

.980
.9110

1%9

.578

.406
A08
.412

.292
.'94
.299
.300
.302
.303

.SUI
.828
.828
.828
.828
.828
.828

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

.580

.584
.586
.587

.414

.510
.5]5

.592

.415
.417
,420

1976

.596

.424

.307
.310

1977
1978
1979

.596

.338
.339

.256

.742

.257

.742

.598

I9W

.597

.340
.339

.258
.257

.742
,742

.341
.341
.341
.]41
.341

.259
.259
.259
.259
.260

.742
.742
.742

1981
1982
1983
1984
19:85

.589

.597

.599
.599

.599
.599
.600

.828

.742
.142

51'" the statulory corporate tax rate on retained profit
52= (he effeclive corporate tax Tale on distributed prol'il
earned on old equity
5) = the effective corporate tax rale on distributed profil
earned on new equity
Sources: Ylli-Liedenpohja (19H7) and own calculations.

60 OJo) allowance for the following years in
state ta'Cation 9 • The introduction of the new
tax code in 1969 can be identified as a sharp
decrease in ~ and 53' Another decrease coincides with the adoption of the temporary
60 Ufo deduction in-1977.
Profit is earned and dividends are paid on
existing capital and equity. We feel that the
relevant corporate tax rate on distributed
profit is the one on old equity, 52' Table I
shows also the value of I-5 1 + S2' which we
shall need later in estimating 8.
To sum up a bit. the taxation of dividends
has probably been alleviated by the introduc9 For a more detailed explnnation of lite constntt.:tion
oIsp see the appendix in Yfil·Liedenpohja (/984).

tion of the tax allowances in both pt!rsonal and
corporate taxation. The treatment- of capital
gains, on the other hand, has not changed.
Therefore, we would expect that dividends are
nowadays more attractive to investors than
for example, in rhe early 19605.
I
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5. Empirical tests
Our ajm in the empirical part of this paper .'
is firstly to find out whether stock- prices on ---', --;average fall on ex-dividend days by more or '.
by less than the amount of dividend in the - ~ ,~
Helsinki Stock Exchange (HSE) and secondly' . }}"t,
to infer market preference for either dividends --c_ -~.;
or capital gains using our estimates for cor...· Y):"-~:
porate lax rates and the estimation results of
the ex-dividend day analysis.
->Our sample consists of all stocks-that were . ~-~' -~
listed i~ the Helsinki Stock ~xchange durinS' "
the penod 1960-1985. We did not have 9Pen, .,
ing and closing prices at our disposal. Therc~
fore we used trading prices and whenever two':, :;"
distinct prices were given. a simple average. _'_; :_-_._~In the hisbto ry Off the HSd~ weAencounter
-~-,-~~,~;>-'~;
severe pro lem a non-tra mg. sOan extreme '-. -::.,-:_~;:
example there are times that some shares have " ;,;i?s: ~
been traded only a few times a year, not nec- ,-.;~~91-~_~:
essarily coinciding with cu~· and ex~dividend "~3'~~~i;
days. To ease the non-tradLng problem we de- . '~---'~~
cided to use two samples. Sample I includes"
only shares that were traded on both cum· an-d
ex-dividend days. Sample 2 ,includes share$
that were traded both on either cum-dividend
day or the previous day, and on either, ex::" ':
dividend day or the following day. Hence;:'
Sample 2 inclndcs Sample I.
According to the Capital Asset Pricing
Model (CAPM), as the stock market return, .'-:
rises (decreases) stock returns rise (decrease) .
in proportion of their betas. Therefore, dur·
--~
ing an upswing (downswing) ex-dividend day -~: _
share prices rcnd (Q get higher (lower) and thus '- _~
lead to smaller (larger) sfOck price changes' ..>:'_ - -~j
around cx·dividend days. To keep the overall
market unchanged we multiplied ex-dividend,'
day share prices by the ratio of the stol;k.
market index on the cum-dividend day to thar
r
on the ex-dividend day. We will later refer w
this procedure as 'the market jndex conee-.
---'
tion'. The index we used was the UNITAS index. Unfortunately the daily index is available
only since 1972 and therefore market index

!r;
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Table 2. Ex-dividend day behaviour of slOC): prices in the Helsinki Slack Exchange (Sample I).
Markel inde,'( correction

Period

No
N
1960-1965

79

Method I

y"
Method 2

MClhod I

Melhod 2

.887
(.0931
(9.549)

.863
(.08RI
(9.827)
(1.564)

.853
(.0891
(9.540)
(1.649)

.910
(.OJ I)
(29.209)
(2.880)*""

.905
(.0291
(31.318)
(3.276)"

.717
(.060)
(13.060)
(3.746)....

1966----1970

61

.886
(.0461
(19.303)
(2.486)'

J971~1975

100

.896
(.093)
(9.670)
( 1.122)

1976-1980

1981-1985

134

189

(1.212)

.916
(.032)
(28.4 10)
(2.597)'

.915

(.lI .273)
(2.888)'"

.718
1.042)
(17.183)
(6.749)......

.734
(.037)
(19.702)
(7.137)'"

(.029)

.763
(.041)
(18.779)

t5.829)"·

.178
(.031)
(21.233)
(6.064)'"u

.. =- signific8m at .05 level
.... = significant at .01 level
"" =

signific31lt 31 .001 levd

correcled results arc shown fOf (he period
1972-1985 only. In fact. we should have
taken into account the company specific betas
as well, but since the average beta is equal to
one and since we did not have betas at our dis~
posal, we simply decided to ignore them.
Thus, we corrected the ex-dividend share
prices in both samples by the change in the
stock market index. The market index correction was originally suggested by Elton and
Gruber (1970). They report that the only
consequence was the reduction in the variance
of a.
If the beginning of a share issue coincides
with the ex-dividend day, the ex-dividend day
price change will be biased upwards and will
result in a misinterpretation of a higher preference for dividends. Therefore, share prices
must be corrected for share issues. For
example Hietala (J987) excludes such observations. We tried two alternative ways to
handle the share issue problem. First, we
simply added the trading price of the rights

coupon to the ex-day share price (Method 1).
Second, if we know the terms of the issue and
the market price of the old equity (the cumdividend price), we can calculate an expected
share price at the beginning of the issue, the
so called theoretical ex-rights price 10. We sel
the cum-price equal to the theoretical ex-rights
price and assumed that this cum-ex price
differential measures the value of the dividend. \Ve shall call this method simply by
Method 2.
Our objective is to estimate the average a
in the HSE in the period 1960-1985. We estimated a over five-year subperiods (except
one six-year period 1960- I965) as a simple
average of all security specific u's. The critical value of a is one. A value of unity is interpreted as the marginal shareholder facing
equal marginal tax rates on capital gains and
dividend income. A finding that a is less than
10

See for ins/once Lislrc/ Componi('S in Finlond 1986,

p. 17.
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T3ble 3. Ex-dividend day behaviour of Mock prices in the Helsinki Stock Exchange (Sample 2).
Period

Market index correction

No
N
1960--- 1965

107

Method 1

V"
Method 2

Method t

Method 2

.781
(.050)
(15.557)
(4.374)....

1966-1970

87

.83]
(.(45)

(18.378)
(3.696).....

1971-1975

\976-1980

19RI-1985

142

190

240

.882
(.068)
(13.025)
( 1.750)

.879
(.068)
(12.883)

.958
(.032)
(29.835)
(1.320)

.949
(.030)
(31.488)
(1.097)

.155
(.041)

( 18.334)
(5.950).....

(Un)

.762
(.038)
(20.221)
(6.285)·....

.860
(.065)
(13.264)
(2.167)"

.929
(.035)
(26.556)

.853
(.066)
(12.999)

(2.237).926
(.023)
(28.077)

(2.019)-

(2.260)'

.799

.809
(.037)

(.040)
(19.771)

(4.979)""·

(21.678)

(5.114)·"

.. = significant at .05 level
"'*=significnnt at .01 level
..... =

significant at .001 Ie\'el

one is interpreted as the marginal investor
facing lower marginal taxes on capital gains
than on dividends. The crucial point is to determine whether u is statistically different
from one. The choice of five· year periods is
arbitrary and does not correspond to any specific changes in the tax system. The estimation resulls are shown in Tables 2 (Sample I)
and 3 (Sample 2). Each table gives the number
of observations, N, the estimated mean a, and
in parantheses below the estimate the standard
deviation of the mean, SE, as well as two {statistics. to and tit to test whether the estimated as are different from zero and one.
Our results are in accordance with the finding of Elton and Gruber (1970) 'ha' standard
errors become smaller when slOck prices are
corrected for market movements. The estimated annual a'sll also seem to vary less
over time after the market index correction.
Recall lhal we were not able to correct share
/I

Annual estimates are reported in Sorjonen (/987J.

prices for market movements before 1972. We
had no ex-ante expectations about how the re-..
suits might change if the method of share issue
correction was changed. We found that Method
2 does not essentially bring anYthing new compared to Melhod I. The only effect is to reduce variance.
All estimates for u are greater than zero at
very 'high significance levels. Therefore, our
firSI conclusion is that stock prices do fall on
ex-dividend days in Finland. In both samples
estimates decrease with market index correction and share issue correction by Method·2
in 1971-1980 and increase in 1981-1985.
Standard errors also tend to get lower. The
interpretation of rhe results in 1960--1970 and
1981-1985 is straightforw'ard in both samples..
During these periods stock prices fell on av·
crage by less than the amount of the dividend.
The estimates are different from one at high
significance levels. The estimates in 19711980 are nOl as clear. In 1971-1975 the estimates end up with the same result, 85 070. in
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both samples. None of the estimates from
Sample I is statistically different from one
whereas both market index corrected estimates
from Sample 2 are. With some reservations
we would conclude that stock prices fell on
average by less than the amount of the dividend also in 1971~1975. The estimates for
1976-1980 from Sample 1 are all different
from one at .05 level whereas from Sample 2
only the estimates from market index adjusted
data are. We conclude with some reservations
that a is less than one also in 1976~1980. The
estimated a's were approximately 78 070 in
1960--1965, 85 % in 1966--1975, 92 % in
1976-1980 and 80 % in 1981--1985. These
estimates suggest that marginal investors faced
higher tax rates on dividends than on capital
gains during the entire estimation period. We
do not know the identity of the marginal
stockholder. Therefore changes in a are not
easily attributed to the minor changes in the
Finnish tax system.
In estimating e we used the estimates of a
(Tables 2-3) and the estimated corporate tax
rates in Table 1. We divided the estimation
period into subperiods so that the periods
match with changes in the treatment of cor-

porate retentions and distributions (= the
steps in the I-s 1 +52 series in Table 1). We
did, however, combine two two-year steps to
obtain the four-year period 1965-1968 assuming that I-s) +S2 = .96 (a simple average of .94 in 1965--1966 and .98 in 19671968) during that period.
To see the impact of the inclusion of corporate taxes we first ignored them and estimated a for the subperiods. The point estimates of a from both samples (Tables 4 and
5) are less than one. It appears from Sample
I that stock prices fell on average on exdividend days by approximately 77 % of the
amount of dividend in 1960-1964, by 85 %
in 1965--1968, by 91 % in 1969--1976 and by
82 % in 1977-85. These estimates imply that
z < m in all other subperiods except 19691976, whose estimate can not be distinguished
from one.
Again, the results from Sample 2 are very
similar. Now, however, all estimates are less
than one at .05 significance level. Moreover,
stock prices fell on average by 75 % of the
amount of dividend in 1960-1964 and by a
surprisingly stable 85-87 070 in 1965-1985.
Our results are very much in conformity with

Table 4. Ex-dividend day behaviour of stock prices: estimates for subperiods. (Sample I, Market Index Correction,
Share Issue Correction by Method 2).
Period

N

a

SE

t"

1960-1964
1965-1968
1969-1976
1977-1985

68

.769
.848
.908
.823

.066
.058
.064
0.26

11.639
14.500
14.205
31.565

* = significant
U

45
150

301

t,
3.493***
2.604*
1.447
6.806***

at .05 level

= significant at .01 level

*** = significant at .001 level

Table 5. Ex-dividend day behaviour of slock prices: estimates for subperiods. (Sample 2, Market Index Correction,
Share Issue Correction by Method 2).
Period
1960-1964
1965-1968
1969-1976
1977-1985

* = significant
** = significant

N

a

SE

t"

95
61
220

.750
.845
.868
.851

.055
.058
.046
.027

13.743
14.465
18.832
31.817

393

at .05 level
at .01 level
*** = significalll al .001 lr\ d
8

t,
4.569"*
2.651*
2.866**
5.560***
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Table 6. The relative valuation of dividends and capital
gains: estimates for subperiods (Sample I).
Period

N

e

SE

1960-1964

3.493....

1969-1976
1977-1985

15O
301

.769
.883
1.097

.066

1965-1968

68
45

.061
.017

1.918
1.260

1.109

.035

3.114....

.. =

1,

significant at .05 level

"'* = significant

at .01 level
.001 level

.... = significant at

Table 7. The relalive valuation of dividends and capital
gains: estimlues for subperiods (Sample 2).

e

Period

N

1960--1964

95

.750

1965-1968
1969-1976
1977-1985

61
220

.880

1.048

393

1.147

.. = significant at

.055
.061
.056
.036

4.569' u
1.967
.857
4.083 ....

.05 level

** = significant at .01 level
..... *=significam af .OOllcvel

those of Hietala (1987) if one takes into
account the differences in data and the
potential biases due to our share issue corTee·
tions. Next we included corporate taxes in our
analysis and the results changed remarkably.
The estimates for 9 in the four subperiod5
are shown in Tables 6 (Sample 1) and 7
(Sample 2).
The estimated 8s from Sample 1 are. 77 in
1960-1964, .88 in 1965-1968, and 1.10 in
1969-1985. The esrimate for the firsl subperiod is less than one and that for the last
5ubperiod greater than one at high significance
level. The eSlimate for period 1965-1968 is
not statistically different from one. Recall that
we used I-5 1 + S2 = .96 in calculating 8 for
this period, which is a combination of two
step~ in the corporate tax code. I-5 1 + 52
obtams the value .94 during the first two years
and .98 during the last two years. The annual
estimates of 8 12 are lower in 1967-1968
than in 1965-1966. Therefore it is possible
that e is not different from one in 1965-1966
but less Ihan one in 1967-1968. Also in 1969
-1976 the estimate can not be distiguished
from one.
/1

Annual estimates are reported in Sorjonen (1987).

The estimated O's from Samples I and 2 are
very much alike. The most notable differences
are that the estimates from Sample 2 are closer
to one in 1969-1976 and somewhat higher in
1977-1985 than the estimates from Sample
I. ~o.reover" it seems that the tax advantage
of dIVidends In corporate taxation since 1969
has outweighted the tax disadvantage of dividend receipts in personal taxation. Our esrim~tes sug~~st that investors preferred capital
gams to divIdends in 1960-1968, were indifferent b~ ...~een them in 1969-1976 and preferred dIVIdends to capital gains in 1977)985. Hence. it appears that as a whole inve~tors in Finland have shifted from capital
gams preference to dividend preference.

6, Conclusions
This study examined the relative valuation
of dividends and capital gains. We started by
r~v~ewing ex-dividend day methodology, ExdIVIdend day behaviour of stock prices can be
used to infer marginal investors' tax rates. The
ex-dividend day share price drop relative to
dividend, a, is often used to measure market
valuation of dividends and capital gains,
Hietala (1987) found that shon-term trading is not likely to determine the ex-dividend
day behaviour of stock prices in Finland. We
find that if differential taxes on dividends and
capital gains are allowed, the range within
which a must lie to prevent short~term trading
may be even wider thereby making short-term
trading around ex-dividend days even more
unlikely.
We used Finnish stock price data to estimate a in the period 1960-1985. We found
that stock prices fell on average by 78 070 of
the amount of dividend in 1960-1965 by
85 % in 1966-1975, by 92 OJ, in 1976-1980
and by 80 % in 1981-1985. The findings are
consistent with the view that taxes affect the
valuation of dividends. It appears that investors faced lower tax rates on capital gains than
on dividends during the entire estimation
period.
O~r results are consistent with the findings
of HIetala, Small differences in estimates can
be attributed to differences in data. We argue
that (l c~n not be used to infer market pre·
ference, If corporate retentions aDd distribUtions are taxed at unequal rates. In Finland
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the effective tax rate on distributions is lower
than on retentions because dividend payments
of equity are partially deductible from the tax
base. In Finland a can only be used to find
out whether marginal investors face higher
taxes on dividends or capital gains. For
example, if the shareholder faces equal tax
rates on dividends and capital gains, and if
corporate distributions are taxed at a lower
rate than retentions, the shareholder would be
expected to prefer dividends to capital gains
although a suggests indifference between the
two.
A proper measure of the relative valuation
of dividends and capital gains is King's rate
of discrimination between corporate retentions and distributions, e, which takes both
personal and corporate taxes into account. We
used the estimates of a and estimates of corpol"ate tax rates on relained and distributed
profits to estimate 8. The estimated 8 is less
than one in 1960-1%8, not different from
one in 1969-1976 and greater than one in
1977-1985. The finding suggests that investors have shifted from capital gains preference to dividend preference. The reason for
this outcome is the tax advantage of distributed profit in corporate taxation which has
outweighted the tax disadvantage of dividend
income in personal taxation. Thus, our interpretation is that capital gains were preferred
to dividends in 1960-1968, dividends and
capilal gains were equally preferred in 1969
-J976 and dividends were preferred CO capital gains in 1977-1985.
OUf analysis ignores the fact that corporations may pay dividends also from tax·free income and under certain circumstances they
may even be able to deduct these dividend
payments from their tax base. In such cases
dividend payments are subsidized by the state.
We do nm know to what extent such dividend
payments are being made. They would nevertheless reduce the effective corporate tax rate
on distributed profit, thereby increasing 9 and
making dividends more desirable.
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COMMENT ON SORJONEN
EERO KASANEN
Uni",ers;ty of Qulu, SF-90JOI Outu, Finland

Sorjonen's paper is a well written and
careful study of the behavior of Finnish stock
prices around the ex-dividend days. It is based
on ex-dividend day methodology found in
Elton & Gruber, on King's treatment of cor·
porate taxes. and on Yla·Liedenpohja's em~
piricaJ slUdies of taxation in Finland. Empirical studies of the functioning of the capital
markets in Finland are badly needed, and Sor·
jonen's paper offers a contribution to this
field.
Sorjonen has addressed the question whether
shareholders prefer to have their returns in the
form of dividends or capital gains. Sorjonen
concludes that dividends have become more
attractive than capital gains in Finland in
1977-1985.
The claim is definitely interesting, in fact,
quite controversial. Sorjonen's argumentation
is based on indirect reasoning and estimation
of tax parameters. The final conclusions
would require empirical and clinical studies on
the actual dividend policies of the companies
listed in Helsinki Stock Exchange.
Assuming that capital markets function
quite efficienlly in Finland and thaI managers
act in the interest of the shareholders it makes
me wonder why contrary to Sorjonen's recom·
mendations shareholders seem to have obtained an increasing part of their returns in
the form of capital gains. Casual empiricism
would suggest that dividend policies of the
companies listed at HSE have not been shmed
towards high dividend payouts in the last few
years.

Several factors, in addition to the personal
and corporate tax parameters analysed in the
paper, might affect true shareholder pre~
ferences and corporate dividend policy.
Among them let us mention:
Investors do not want to incur the extra
transac[ion costs by reinvesting the divi·
dends back to the stock market in a situa·
tion when they are satisfied with their portfolio.
In tight credit negotiations companies
find it hard to payout substantial divi·
dends at lhe same time when they are
asking for additional loans.
Politically it could be suicidal to pay
substantial dividends to capitalists at the
same time when the company is laying off
workers, negotiating salaries. or asking
subsidies from the government.
Dividend-like favorable payments can be
made by clever acquisitions and creative
stock issues.
Thus Ihe shareholders face a uade·off
situation benveen optimizing taxes and se·
curing favorable financing for the company
or avoiding costly labor disputes. Optimal dividend policy is a function of several managerial, political and exceptional tax factors,
not only of simple personal and corporate tax
rates.
On a methodological level there are some
issues Ihat can potentially cause biases or in·
terpretational difficulties in Sorjonen's study.
Let us list some problematic points:
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The sample of inveswrs who lrade on
and ex-dividend days on the thin HSE
market could be quite biased. It is not
unreasonable to assume that there is a large
portion of speculawrs or institutions having exceptional tax situation around when
arbitrage opportunities arise. The exdividend price drop could measure the tax
situation of an odd collection of traders,
which does not resemble the typical set of
uaders in the market.
The crucial statistic a l has been calculated as a simple average of all the
stocks. It seems to me that a more reasonable statistic could be obtained by using a
volume weighted average, as we try to assess the tax status of an average investor.
By the nature of the problem the numerical values of the given tax. rates (m., f i l ,
Sl' 52' 53) are partially hypothetical, not
necessarily those faced by the individuals
or corporations in an actual investment
decision. The study would benefit substantiaUy from an independent estimation
of the capital gains tax parameter z, which
could then be used to check the validity of
ocher parameters and the conclusions of
the study.
I am not quite convinced of the way how
Sorjonen pieces together the observed exdividend price drop and King's tax parameter 9. Sorjonen claims that the actual
ex·dividend price drop depends only on
personal tax rates, i.e. what we observe is
cum~

a and from a we can calculate arithmetically e, the tru~, combined tax preference.
It seems that there is another way to look
at the issue. If we claim that all the relevant
factors, including both personal and .corporate taxes, aTe already built into the
stock price, then what we observe in' exdividend price drops is closer to 8 than u.
As is readily seen, substituting 8 == (Pn~
P,)/D for a = (PB-P,)/D would reverse
Sorjonen's conclusions and make capital
gains more preferable to dividends in Finland, as claimed by Hietala.
To conclude, Sorjonen has provided an interesting study on the shareholder preferences
on dividends and capital gains in Finland. The
study raises several fruitful issues for further
research. I have doubted the main claim on
recent dividend preferences, which seems not
to have materialized in the stock market, on
two major counts:
1) Even if all the calculations and estimates
are correct, the true shareholder preferences
depend also on other factors than taxation.
Especially company position with the labor
unions and government has to be taken into
account as well as creative ways to give
dividend-like payments.
2) The ex-dividend price drop can reflect
other things than the persona! tax ralCS of
typical investors. AClUally we may be witnessing an estimate of an overall tax preference
of a biased group of investors.

